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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper all rings will have an identity and all modules will be unitary, 
For rings A and 3 we shall write ~~t~~) to denote a left (right) A module M 
and AMB to denote a two-sided (A, B) module. For ,&l, the annihilator 
of a set XC M is written as X2 = (a E A 1 ax = 0, for all x E X>. For a set 
2 C A, the left annihilator of 2 in A is denoted by 1(Z) = (Q E A 1 az = 0, 
for all .a E 2). 
1.1. DEFINITION. A module J%f is termed Artinian (Noetherian), if it 
satisfies the D.C.C. (A.C.C.) for submodules. A ring is left Artinian 
(Noetherian) if it is Artinian (Noetherian) as a left module over itself. In 
a similar fashion a ring is right Artinian (Noetherian). 
1.2. DEFINITION. A module AM is termed unifo~ if Nr R iVs # 0 for 
every pair of non-zero submodules IV1 and N, . A ring A is right (left) 
uniform if it is uniform as a right (left) module over itself. 
From [3, p. 3491, or [8, p. 1211 we find 
1.3. DEFINITION. A left A module M is called c~~leteZy ~~~eco~pos~~~, 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) ANI is uniform, Artinian, and Noetherian, 
(ii) There exists another ring B such that M is a two-sided (A, B) 
module and such that MB is uniform, Artinian, and Noetherian. 
The condition that AM and MB are uriiiorm could be replaced by the 
property that AM and MB each have a unique minimum submodule N 
* Resefrch supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant GP 4453 
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and N’, respectively. From Lemma 1 [3, p. 3491, we have N = N’. A ring 
is termed completely indecomposable, if it is left and right Artinian, and left 
and right uniform. 
The main purpose of this paper is to continue the development of the 
theory of completely indecomposable modules. This was started by E. 
Snapper [II] for the commutative case. The author in [3] initiated the 
theory in the noncommutative case, which was continued by K. Morita 
[8, Section Ill. 
In Section 2, an application of [8] gives us necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a module to be a direct sum of completely indecomposable 
modules or cyclic completely indecomposable modules. In generaI, these 
conditions will depend on the character of the elementary divisors, which 
are the annihilating ideals of the direct summands. In this way, a portion 
of [II] is extended to the noncommutative case. If a module is injective 
with Artinian conditions, we need only that the elementary divisors are 
primary ideals. 
Since Morita [S] showed that our modules are injective modulo the 
annihilator, there exists a close connection between these modules and 
injective modules in the Artinian case. Completely indecomposable rings 
provide fine examples of quasi-Frobenius rings. In Section 3, we investigate 
the situation where the injective hull is direct sum of completely indecom- 
posable modules, where the ring is local. With Artinian conditions, this is 
always true when the local ring is commutative or quasi-Frobenius. An 
application of a result of Rosenberg and Zelinsky [ZO], provides conditions 
for certain algebras. 
In Section 4, we find that completely indecomposable modules exist 
naturally as algebraic subsystems in every quasi-Frobenius ring. The 
generalized uniserial rings provide an interesting application of the earlier 
sections. For a generalized uniserial ring A, we find that each indecomposable 
component eA is a direct sum of completely indecomposable modules each 
isomorphic to a submodule of eAe. In addition, the injective hull of eA 
is a free module over eAe. An example follows which shows this decomposition 
to be reasonably good. 
2. SEMI-COMPLETELY INDECOMPOSABLE MODULES AND 
ELEMENTARY DIVISORS 
If “M is Artinian and Noetherian, then 
where the Mi , z = 1,2,..., n, are indecomposable A submodules of M. 
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By the Krull-Schmidt theorem, in any two such decomposition corresponding 
modules are A isomorphic. Therefore, the ~~iiating ideals Mfr = pi do 
not depend on a particular decomposition and are called the elmrentary 
divisor ideals.1 
In 2.1, the components Mi are each Artinian and Noetherian over A 
and A/q,. 
2.2. DEFINITION. A module & is termed s~~c~p~ely indecofft- 
posabie,’ provided M is the direct sum of a finite number of completely 
indecomposable A modules. 
From this definition, it follows that a semi-completely indecomposable 
module is necessarily Artinian and Noetherian. 
2.3. DEFINITEON. An ideal p of a ring A is prkuy provided 6, b E A, 
and ab E q, then a 4 q implies b* E q, and b $ q implies a* E q for positive 
integers m, a. 
2.4. DEFINITION. An ideal q of a ring A is right (left) intersection 
irreducible provided q is not the intersection of two right (left) ideals that 
properly contain q. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let q be an ideal of a riv A, where A/q lis Lzft Artin&zn, 
then A/q is a local ring t@ q is primary. 
Proof. If A/q is local, then obviously q is primary since the non-units 
of A/q form a nilpotent ideal. 
If q is primary, then as in 14, p. 801, the nilpotent elements form an idea1 
in A/q, and the non-nilpotent elements are regular in A/q. Since A/q is 
left Artinian, the regular elements are units. 
Remark. If in 2.5, the ideal of non-units if finitely generated as a right 
A-module, and this ideal is nilpotent, then it is not diEcult to show that 
A/q is right Artinian. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let q be an ideal of a ring A, where A/q is kft Artinian. 
Then A/q is left &jectivS and local sy q is r@ht a& left intersection-irreducibte 
and ripht Art&&an. 
Proof. If A/q is left injective and left Artmian, then it is quasi-Frobenius 
and hence right Artiiian and right injective. Since A/q is a local ring, it is 
‘Ideal shall always mean two-sided ideal. 
*This term is rcg&zr in [IO]. 
s A ring is left (right) injective if it is inject& as a left (right) module over itself. 
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not possible to decompose Alp either as a direct sum of right or left ideals. 
Since A/q is right and left injective, then A/q is right and left uniform, 
and q is intersection-irreducible on the right and left., 
If now p is right and left intersection-irreducible and feft and right 
Artinian, then by de~nition A/q is completely indecomposable. The result 
now follows from I I .2 of [8, p. 1221. From this proof we can write 
2.7, THEOREM. Let q be an ideal of a ring A, where A/q is left Noetherian. 
Then A/q is left injective and local, $ q is right and left intersection irreducible 
and A/q is ~~-~rob~i~s. 
From 2.5 and Theorem 11.2 of [8, p. 1221 we have 
2.8. THEOREM. A module AM is semi-completely indecomposable, l# M is 
a direct sum of indecomposable modules M6 , i = 1,2,..., n, where the AMi 
are Artinian and Noetheriarz, the Mi are injective over the left Artinian ring 
A/q6 , and the pi are primary, where the qj are the el~entary divisor ideals. 
A module “M is injective over AIMI if it is injective over A. Thus, for 
injective modules, we can write 
2.9. COROLLARY. Let A.M be ala injective module. Then AM is semi- 
corn~~te~y i~e~orn~osab~e, iJT .M is Artiniarz and ~~th~~~, the rings A/q, 
are left Artinian, and the qi are prkzry. 
Since annihilating elements are not units, we have by our theorem and 2.5, 
2.10. COROLLARY. If A is a left Artinian local ring, then .M is semi- 
comp~te~y indecomposable, iff .M is ~nite~y gepierated and the Mi of 2.8 are 
injective over Alpi . [f M is injective, then M is semi-completely indecomposabte, 
zp AM is Bnitely generated. 
At this point we shall begin the discussion which will lead to conditions 
that the Mi are cyclic. 
2.11. LEMMA. Let @ be an A morphic between the two-sided modules 
.Ma and JWc, where B = Hom,(M, M) and C = Hom,(M’, M’). If 
M = Ax I= xB, then M’ = A(x0) = (xe)C, for x E M. 
Proof. Obviously, M’ = A(xB). If y’ EM’, then y’ = yd for y E M. 
Thus, y‘ = (xb) 6 = (x~~(~-lb~), for Fb68 E Hom,(M’, M’) = C. 
2.12. DEFINITION. A two-sided (A, B) module M is termed cyclic 
provided M = Ax = xB, for x E M. 
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2.13. THEOREM. A completely indecomposable module “M is a cyclic 
(A, B) module, where B is the ring in de$nition 1.3, iff the annihilator Ml in A 
is left and right intersection-irreducible and A/M” is right and left Artinian. 
Proof. If M is a cyclic (A, B) module, then M is A isomorphic4 to A/Ml. 
Thus, A/M is left injective, left Artinian, and local by 11.2 of [8, p. 1221. 
Therefore, M1 is right and left intersection-irreducible and A/Ml is right 
Artinian by 2.6. 
Conversely, if M1 is right and left intersection-irreducible and A/M: is 
left and right Artinian, then A/M1 is completely indecomposable with the 
same annihilating ideal in A. Thus, by 11.1 of [8, p. 1211, we have M is 
A isomorphic to A/Mz. By 3.3 of [3, p. 3531, we know that for any completely 
indecomposable module “MB, the Hom,(M, M) are the multiplications of 
the elements of M by elements of B modulo the annihilator. Hence, we 
apply 2.11 to have that M is a cyclic (A, B) module, since A/M1 is cyclic. 
From 2.3 and 2.12 we have 
2.14. CYCLIC DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. A semi-completely indecom- 
posable module .M is a direct sum of cyclic completely indecomposable modules 
Mi , i = 1, 2 ,..., n, where Mi is A isomorphic to A/pi , and where qi ,..., q,, 
are the elementary divisor ideals, $! AM is Artinian, Noetherian, and qi is 
right and left intersection-irreducible and A/q, is right Artinian, for i = 1, 2,..., n. 
2.15. COROLLARY. Let the ring A be left and right Artinian and M a 
finitely generated injective A module. If the elementary divisor ideals are left 
and right intersection irreducible, then M is the direct sum of cyclic completely 
indecomposable modules as given in 2.14. 
From 2.7 we can write 
2.16. COROLLARY. Let the ring A be left Noetherian and AM be Artinian, 
Noetherian, and injective. If the elementary divisor ideals qi are right and left 
intersection irreducible and A/qi is quasi-Frobenius for i = 1,2,..., It, then M is 
a direct sum of cyclic completely indecomposable mod& as given in 2.14. 
For examples of semi-completely indecomposable modules, one could 
take outer direct sums of completely indecomposable rings as given in [3]. 
Let A be a principal ideal domain and let qi = a,A = Aa, , i = 1,2,..., n, 
be two-sided ideals which are right and’ left intersection-irreducible as 
discussed in Section 4 of [S]. Then A/q, is completely indecomposable over A. 
If M is the outer direct sum of A/q, , i += 1,2,..., n, then M is semi-completely 
indecomposable with elementary divisdrs q1 ,..., qn . 
4 Therefore, A/M isomorphic. 
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Let R be a completely indecomposable ring and R, be the set of 2 x 2 
matrices with elements in R. Let Et9 be the matrix with 1 in the (i, j) position 
and zero elsewhere. Then M = E,,R, is Artinian and Noetherian as a right 
module over R, . Since the R, submodules of M are of the form E,,Z + Z&Z, 
where Z is a right ideal of R, then M is uniform over R, . The 
Hom,(M, M) s El,RsEl, g R. Then M is a left R module which. is 
Artinian and Noetherian but not uniform, since RE,, 0 REl, = M. This 
shows that in Definition 1.3 the condition that M is uniform over B is not 
superfluous. 
Let us focus on RM. It is the direct sum of RE,, and REl,, which 
are free (and cyclic) modules isomorphic as left R moduIes to R. Now 
Hom,(RE,, , RE,,) z R, for i = 1,2. Thus RM is a semi-completely 
indecomposable module, which is isomorphic to the direct sum of the 
completely indecomposable modules REll and RElz . 
3. SEMI-COMPLETELY INDECOMPOSABLE INJECTWE HULLS 
It is natural to consider certain cases where the injective hull of a module 
is semi-completely indecomposable. If R is left Artinian and RM is finiteiy 
generated, we know that J@, the injective hull of *M, is a direct sum of a 
fmite number of indecomposable injective modules. In this case, if 
N = N1 @ **. @N, , is a direct sum of minimal (hence uniform) sub- 
modules of maximal length, then N is large and l@ = i$’ = &, @ *a* @ fi,, . 
Since we are necessarily concerned with local rings, we shall consider 
cases where R is a local ring. 
By 2.10 we can write 
3.1. THEOREM. Let R be a ieft Artitin local ring and RM be a jkitely 
generated modufe, then & is s~‘-c5mp~te~ i~~~~~~~ zjf it is $nite& 
getwated. 
Artinian and Noetherian injective hulls were studied by Rosenberg and 
Zelinsky [ZZ] and by Faith and Walker [2]. It would not be unreasonable 
to doubt that 3.1 is not true for all Artinian local rings. However, for a 
class of algebras, we have by Theorem 3 of [II]. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let R be a left and right Artinian ring and RM a finitely 
getwated module. Suppose N = Nl @ *I)* @ N,, is a direct sum of minimal 
s&mod&s of maximal length. If R/N$’ &finite ouer its center fbr i = 
then i@ is semi-conrpfeely i&composab~%. 
1,2,..., II, 
Using results of Morita [S], we shall consider another case. 
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3.3. THEOREM. Let R and M be as in 3.1, then if R bus a faithfur compktely 
indecomposabk module, then ii!I is semi-compktely indecomposabk. 
Proof. If N is faithful completely indecomposable, then N is injective 
over A. Since A is local, then by Theorem 6.1 of [II, p. 1081, every indecom- 
posable injective left A module must be A-isomorphic to N and thus is 
finitely generated. (In the terminology of [8], if U is indecomposable and 
injective, then S(V) is simple and S(U) is one dimensional over R/N. Thus, 
if U and V are two such modules, then S(U) z S(V). Hence, by 6.1 of [8], 
we have U E V.) 
If R has a faithful completely indecomposable module, then R is a local 
ring. However, in general, the converse is unanswered. For the commutative 
case Snapper [IO], showed that an Artinian local ring has such a faithful 
module. Thus, for R commutative in 3.1, the injective hull is always semi- 
completely indecomposable. 
In addition, if R is a local quasi-Frobenius ring, then RR is a faithful 
completely indecomposable module for R. Using 2.5 of [2], if R is a local 
quasi-Frobenius ring, then an indecomposable injective module is isomorphic 
to R, since R is indecomposable. Thus we have 
3.4. THEOREM. Let R be a local qua&Frobenius ring. If IPM is a finite& 
generated module, then iI?t is semi-completely indecomposabk and is a free 
module with $nite base over R. 
As easy examples of local quasi-Frobenius rings one has the integers 
module a power of a prime, or consider D[x, y], where xa = ya = 0, D is 
a division ring, and xy = yx. 
Let us now construct a not so simple example of a module for 3.1. Let 
F be a field and R = F[x, y], where x2 = ys = xy = yx = 0. Then 
Rx n Ry = 0 and fi = & @ $y over R. Let M be the free Abelian group 
over F with base the symbols a, w, x. That is, each element of M has the 
unique expression az + bw + cx, for a, b, c EF. We make M into a two-sided 
R module by defining 
2x = x.2 = x, wx=xwLO 
2y =y2=0, wy=yw=x. 
Then M is a faithful completely indecomposable module for R, where the 
unique minimal submodule is isomorphic to Rx. Thus, M is the injective 
hull of RX In the same way, we can construct a module N for Ry. Here 
N has base s, t, and y, where 
sx = xs = 0, tx = xt = y 
sy = ys = y, ty = yt = 0. 
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Thus, R g M q N, the outer direct sum. The mapping @(a + bx + cy) = 
(za + 6x, ta + cy) is an monomorphism of R into M -& N. 
4. ARTINIAN RINGS AND COMPLETELY INDECOM~SABL~ MODULES 
In this section A will always denote a left and right Artinian ring with 
identity (hence Noetherian) with nil radical N. It will be assumed that the 
reader is familiar with the known results for Artinian rings such as is given 
in Chapter VIII of [I]. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let PA be a principal ~~corn~s~~e component of A and 
R = eAe. Then the left module R(eA) is Artinian and Noetherian. 
Proof. First we shall show that ifL is an R submodule, then L = AL n eA. 
(Note that L is an R submodule, iff L is a left ideal of the ring eA.) Let 
L’ = AL n eA, then L CL’. Now L’ C eA, thus eL’ = I;‘. Therefore, 
L’ C eL C eAL CL since L’ C: AL. Hence, L = L’. 
Let L, >L, 2 *** be a descending chain of R submoduies of eA, then 
AL, = ALKfl for some integer h. Thus, AL, n eA = AL,,, n eA = L, = 
L 7c+1- A similar argument holds for an ascending chain. 
Of particular interest is the case where eA is an injective R module. 
4.2. THEOREM. The principal indecom~sable component eA is R injective 
as a left R-module, where R = eAe, iff eA is free module with finite base over 
the quasi-Frobem’us ring R. In addition, the free direct summands are cycle 
completely &decomposable R modules. 
Proof. If R is quasi-Frobenius, the free components of eA are R isomor- 
phic to R and hence injective. Thus, eA is R-injective. 
Suppose eA is R injective. Since R is a local ring and eA is unitary over R, 
we have, by 3.1, that eA is semi-completely indecomposable. Note that 
since eAe is the ring of homomorphism of eA, the annihilator of eA in eAe 
is zero. 
By 18, p. 501, use have A = z:1,3 @ e,Aej . Thus, 
4.3. e,A = C -j- e,Aei , 
9 
a direct sum of left eiAei modules. Now ejAej f 0, iff eiA and ejA belong 
to the same block in the two-sided d~omposition of A in Section 55 of [l]. 
If e,Ae$ # 0, then since e$Aej is a direct summand of eiA we have, by 4.1, 
that e,Aei is Artinian and Noetherian as a left module over eiAei . In a 
similar fashion, e,Aej is Artinian and Noetherian as a right ejAei module. 
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In 4.2, eAe is quasi-Frobenius because it is left injective. This follows, 
since eAe is a direct summand of .(eA). 
Since eAe is quasi-Frobenius and eA is injective over eAe, it is projective. 
Therefore, as in Problem 2 of [Z, p. 3831, we have that eA is a free module 
over R with finite base. (This also follows from 3.4.) 
In any decomposition of eA in 4.2 as a direct sum of completely indecom- 
posable eAe modules C, , i = I,2 ,..., m, then Ci is eAe isomorphic to eAe 
as a left module over eAe by the Krull-Schmidt theorem. Since eAe is 
cyclic, then also the Cj are cyclic. 
Note that in the decomposition, since HomcAs(eAe, eAe) = eAe, we have 
Bi = Horn&C,, Ci) = eAe. We could also conclude that C, are cyclic, 
since the elementary division ideals are 0 in eAe and 0 is right and left 
intersection-irreducible. 
4.4. EXAMPLE. Let A = Qn , a total matrix ring with elements in a local 
quasi-Frobenius ring, which is necessarily a completely indecomposable 
ring. Then EiiA is an indecomposable component of A which satisfies the 
conditions of 4.2. 
4.5. LEMMA. LetL be a left e,Ae, sdmoduk of eiAej , thenL = AL n eiAq . 
Proof, Let L’ = AL 17 eiAej , then L CL’. NOW L’ & e,Aej ; thus, 
e&’ = L’. Therefore, L’ = eiL@ & eiAeiL = eiAL CL, since L’ C AL. Thus 
L =L’. 
If eiAe$ # 0, there exists a left ideal K of A in Aej , such that e,K # 0, 
and which is minimal in the sense that if N is a left ideal properly contained 
in K, then e,H = 0. We shall call such an ideal K a minimal ei left ideal 
of Aej . Similarly, we define a minimal ej right ideal of e,A. We shall be 
interested in the case where the ideal K is unique. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. If Ae, contains a unique minimal e, left ideal K, then 
O#H== K n eiAej is a unique minimal left eiAei subntodule of eiAej . 
Proof. Since e,Kej f 0, then H f 0. Let nonzero C be a left eiAe, 
submodule of eiAej . Then, by 4.5, C = AC m e<Aej = ACej n e$Aej . 
NOW eiACt+ I3 eiicej = C # 0. Since K is unique and minimal, then 
K & AC = ACej . Thus, H = K n e,Aei G AC n e,Ae, = C. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. The module egAej ax a left e,Aei module and a r+ht 
ejAej module is com~ktel~ ~~c~~s~k, iff e,A and Ae, contain u unique 
~-~irna~ e, rigtrt ideal aud un@ue m&imal e, left ideal, r~~~e~tive~~. 
Proof. If these unique minimal ideals exist, then by 4.6, eiAef is 
completely indecomposable. 
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Conversely, suppose HI and Hs are minimal ej right ideals of e,A. Then 
we say e$IIei and eiH2ej are minimal ejAe, submodules of e,Aej , For suppose 
D is a e,Ae, submodule and 0 # D C eiHrej = HI n e,Aej . Since DA C e,A 
and DAe, # 0, then DA = IYI . Thus, D = DA fi e,Aej and D = HI. 
Since egdej has a unique minimal ejAej subm~ule, then e&lej =. eiHret . 
Because e$i,e*A C HI and (eiH,e,) e, # 0, then eiH,ejA = HI . We have 
eiH,ej = e&rej = Hz n eidej . Thus, HI =: eiH,ejA C HsA _C Hz. Hence, 
HI 5; H, , but since H, is minimal, we have HI = Hz . 
4.8. THEQREM. If A is q~~~r~i~, then in the ~corn~~tion 4.3 of 
eiA at least of the casts is c~p~etely i~~~~s~~. 
Proof By 58.12 of [ZJ, we have e&(N) is a unique minimal right ideal 
of eiA. Since A has an identity, e&N) e, # 0 for some e, . Thus, eiAei is 
completely indecomposable by 4.7. 
4.9. THEOREM. If A is a ante as&bra, and eA is ~‘~~a~ carat, 
then eAe is completely indecomposable as a ring. 
Proof. By [I, p. 4011, we have 1(N) e = Ae/Ne. Thus eZ(N) e # 0 and 
by 4.7, eAe is completely indecomposable. 
We shall now apply our results to find a structure for the components 
of a generalized uniserial rings. A. W. Goldie [6] found a structure in the 
case where the singular ideal is zero. From [6] or [9] we have the following 
4.10. DEFINITION. A ring A is said to be a generalized s&serial ring, 
if each of its principal components eiA has only one composition series of 
right ideals and As has only one composition series of left ideals. 
4.11. THEOREM. If A is a generalized uniserial ring, then each principal com- 
ponent e,A is semi-completely indecomposable. Specsfkally, e$A = Cj @ eiAe* ) 
where eiAef is a completely indec~posable le$t ecAei and right e$Aej module. 
In addition, e*Ae# is isomarphsk to a subwdule of eiAe, and the injectsbe huEI 
of e,A is a free module with finite base per e*Ae< .
Proof. By the Definition 4.10, the unique ideals of 4.7 exists. Thus, 
eiAej is completely indecomposable over etAed , when etAe, # 0. Therefore, 
e,Aei is quasi-Frobenius. Hence, by 3.4, the injective hull of e,A is isomorphic 
to finite direct sum of copies of e*Ae$. By the KrulCSchmidt theorem, 
the injective hull of erAej must be isomorphic to eiAet . Thus e$Ae$ is 
isomorphic to a completely indecomposable submodule of etAei . 
Lest one thinks that the e,Ae, are isomorphic to eiAet , consider an 
example. Let A = F[x], where xa = 0, and F is a field. Then A is completely 
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indecomposable A module, with completely indecomposable submodule ~4. 
Let R be the set of 2 x 2 triangular matrices aE,, + bE,, + cEsl + OE,, , 
where a, c E A, and b E x4. Then A is a generalized uniserial ring and 
E,R = EIIREII @ ElIREm, where EllREll & isomorphic to A and EliRE, 
is isomorphic to xA. 
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